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Hugh Dalwiddle’s Family

Dalwiddle Hall Apostrophes can also tell you to 
whom or what something belongs, 
these are known as apostrophes 
of possession.
They can show singular 
possession: the dog’s collar. Or 
they can show plural possession: 
the dogs’ collars.

Singular possession: 
the flower’s petals – add 
’s to a singular noun.

Plural possession: the friends’
coats – add an apostrophe 
after the plural  s’.

Dalwiddle Hall is ancient. It used to belong to a famous actor before Benny Dalwiddle 
bought it when he fi rst married Ginger Floss. Sadly times have changed and now Dalwiddle 
Hall is open to the public. Hugh Dalwiddle has been approving the signs to go around his 
home. Can you help him add the apostrophes? Decide if it is singular or plural possession.

Please Do Not Touch 
The Bees Hives.

An Actors Story – 
See The Exhibition

The Horses Stables Mrs Tuppys 
Tea Room.

Ghosts Gallery The Servants Room The Pets Room Babies Changing 
Area

Megans Games 
Room

Gentlemans Lobby

The Peoples 
Swimming Pool

Hugh Dalwiddles 
Snooker Room

Don’t Climb The 
Trees Branches

The Families Tree 
House

The Sheeps Field

Plural words: Some nouns, like the word ‘people’ are already plural. When adding an 
apostrophe, put the apostrophe after the noun and then add an s like you would for singular 
possession. For example: the people’s cars.

Mices CageWomens Changing 
Rooms

The Childrens Play 
Room

The Dogs Tails

Mens Toilets

Petting Zoo for the children  Potting shed for the gardener
Enclosure for the wolves  Exhibition centre for schools
Maze for the children  Lunch room for pupils
Investigation zone for the adults  Picnic area for families
Car park for the delivery vans  Field for dogs

Challenge
Can you design and make labels for the following items. Decide whether to make them 
into singular or plural possession. For example: strawberries for the guests – the guests’ 
strawberries.


